Application Form
Complete this form in five typed and printed copies and sign "Original" on each one!
The form must appear as the first page of the four typed copies submitted in the "Submission
Portfolio" and the fifth copy must be attached to the DVD/CD as indicated in the Submission
Guidelines
* Note: There are 2 pages in this form
Submission:
Applicant's Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Mobile Phone:
Email:
Fax:
Screenplay Title:
If Based on a work entitled:
* Note: Please state the name of the work on which the screenplay is based. Please provide
the name of the work (author / screenplay writer / playwright) and the year of publication,
and provide full legal permission that you are free to use the work with no conditions – as
follows:
Name of writer (author / screenwriter / playwright):
Year of Publication:
Premise: (maximum 2 sentences)

Synopsis: (maximum 50 words)

NOTE: The Jerusalem Film Fund's stamp and signature on this form solely confirms
receipt of the screenplay for review purposes only.

leading actors:
Screenwriter:
Director:
Producer:
Production Company:
Budget:
Total production budget in US$:
If a grant was received for the screenplay or an investment from another body, please provide
details and submit relevant documents.
Total investment commitment:
Names of other investors:
Attached agreements with investors, detailed:
Declaration
I hereby state that I have the full copyrights, implementation rights, and broadcasting rights
and every legal right to submit the following screenplay to the Jerusalem Film Fund to
produce a feature film based on this screenplay and to use the film commercially and that
submitting said screenplay does not violate any rights whatsoever of any third party
whomsoever. I confirm that I have read all of the application documents and that I accept all
of their conditions.
I hereby confirm that all details contained in this form are true.
Date: _________________

Applicant's stamp and signature: _________________

* NOTE: Please sign each copy as an original

NOTE: The Jerusalem Film Fund's stamp and signature on this form solely confirms
receipt of the screenplay for review purposes only.

